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INTRODUCTION  

This document discusses flood issues and some conceived strategies to alleviate such issues in the Back Bay. 

The Back Bay experiences frequent wind tides that push water against the surrounding land. Due to the low-

lying nature of land surrounding the Back Bay, this can result in flooding. Flooding is worse during periods of 

southerly winds, which drive coastal waters up into Back Bay from the Pamlico, Albemarle, and Currituck 

Sounds.  

The City has recognized these issues. Investments have been made in water level gages in both the Back Bay 

and North Landing River and sophisticated computer models to better understand water levels and processes. 

These investments flow through the Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Analysis and 

Planning Study (CSLRRF) and Master Drainage Study. These studies will also develop strategies and 

recommendations for infrastructure improvements to reduce flooding. Such strategies may include:  

• Perimeter protection such as seawalls and levees (or raised roadways serving as levees)  

• Tide gates and backflow prevention along with drainage improvements 

• Elevated homes 

• Restoration of marshes and submerged aquatic vegetation, especially along critical pathways 

for water flow 

• Marsh terraces to impede water flow 

• Shoreline stabilization using hybrid living shorelines  

 

BACKGROUND 

Southern Watershed flood elevations, water quality, and ecosystems dynamics have been studied in-depth 

since the 1930s. In support of the Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Analysis and Planning 

Study (CSLRRF), the recent publication “Water Resources in the Southern Watershed of Virginia Beach” 

provided a comprehensive overview of how water quality and drainage in this area has changed over time.  

Located in the Southern Watershed, Back Bay is currently a primary freshwater system that has historically 

exchanged water with the ocean through: 

• Overwash events during coastal storms when dunes were natural and not yet reinforced by 

fences (prior to ~1938);   
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• Salt-to-fresh water exchange via a series of additional inlets that were present along the barrier 

of Currituck Sound prior to the early 1800s. 

• The Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal that created a connection between the upper North 

Landing River and the tidally influenced Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River in Chesapeake.  

Some historical literature claims the Back Bay’s transition to a freshwater system was the main reason for the 

loss of aquatic grass.  This same literature also claims that dune reinforcement, construction of the canal and of 

the Great Bridge Lock contributed to early flooding in the area. To clarify these common misconceptions, the 

Southern Watershed historical literature was reviewed while taking into consideration the modern 

understanding we now have of these issues. The key findings of this assessment are summarized in Table 1.  

These findings prompted a deeper look into some of the ideas proposed to solve flooding and water quality 

issues. The potential benefits and drawbacks of each idea will be discussed in the following sections. These 

sections will explore the questions: 

• How does the Great Bridge Lock affect flood elevations in the Southern Watershed?  

• Could lowering portions of the dune/barrier island alleviate flood elevations in Back Bay during 

southerly winds?   

• Could a gated waterway or inlet be established between Back Bay and the Atlantic Ocean 

alleviate flooding in Back Bay during southerly winds? 

• Could additional aquatic grass reduce flood elevations during southerly winds? 

• Could introducing additional saline waters into Back Bay restore historical productivity of 

aquatic vegetation?   
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Table 1: Overview of Topics and Findings. 

Topic • Findings 

Flooding • Sea level increases are the primary reason for increased flooding on land next to 

Back Bay and North Landing River 

• It is unlikely that the Great Bridge Lock has a significant influence on water levels in 

Back Bay 

• Hydraulics in Back Bay are primarily controlled by wind that comes across the bay 

from Currituck Sound as a result of wind patterns and storm events 

• Although water elevations are slightly higher in Chesapeake, modern hydraulic 

modeling shows that water elevations decrease quickly as water moves through the 

narrow canal area 

• Dense aquatic vegetation has been gone for some time now  

• Modern flood frequency is more impacted by increased sea levels than loss of 

vegetation in Back Bay 

• Water would still rise during wind-tide events even with the presence of more 

aquatic grass 

Water 

Quality  

• It is likely that a combination of changes in land use, dredging and water clarify 

issues, disease, and other factors, drove the decline of aquatic grass in Back Bay 

starting in the 1920s  

 

SCENARIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

How does the Great Bridge Lock affect flood elevations in the Southern Watershed?  

The Great Bridge Lock is located about 20 miles northwest from the south side of Knott’s Island. East of the 

Great Bridge Lock, the canal and the North Landing River have plenty of storage capacity to hold water before 

it can effect water elevations in Back Bay. The most notable recent wind event caused water elevations to rise 

in Back Bay to about 2.5 feet in early May 2017.  A spatial analysis of high-accuracy topographic data for the city 

shows that there are close to 25 square miles of available flood storage area along the North Landing River for 

water elevations up to 2.5 feet above normal high tide.  These storage areas are shown in the darker blue color  
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in Figure 1. Based on the available storage areas for flooding within and along the North Landing River, it is 

unlikely that a permanently closed Great Bridge Lock would increase water levels in Back Bay.  

 

Figure 1: Map showing storage area for water elevations up to 2.5 feet above the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 
(NAVD88) (shown in dark blue). 

 

The City completed an exploratory analysis to study how the Great Bridge Lock affected flood levels in the 

North Landing River and Back Bay. Dewberry, in support of the city, used the 2-dimensional Advanced 

Circulation (ADCIRC) numerical model, a technology used and approved by both Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), to simulate how the lock, open 

or closed, would affect water elevations. The model included the entire Intracoastal Waterway between the 

Elizabeth River and North Landing River, the Back Bay, Currituck, and Albemarle-Pamlico Sound down to Cape 

Hatteras. The model simulated southerly winds blowing at 15 miles-per-hour over a 10-day period. Two  

simulations were performed - one with the lock open and the other with the lock closed. In the model, the lock 

was represented by placing a 15-ft high wall across the canal.  

Great Bridge Lock Canal 

North 

Landing River 

Back Bay 

Knott’s Island  
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The water levels between the two simulations were compared to identify the effects of the lock on flooding. 

The model showed that when the lock is closed, the average elevation difference in the canal is less than a 

tenth of a foot. The simulations indicate that Great Bridge Lock has negligible effects on water elevations in the 

North Landing River, and no effect on water surface elevations in Back Bay.  

Could lowering portions of the dune/barrier island alleviate flood elevations in Back Bay 

during southerly winds?  

Since water elevations in the ocean are often higher than in the bay, it would be expected that lowering a reach 

of barrier island would increase, rather than lessen, flooding issues in Back Bay.  This can be illustrated by 

examining both daily and extreme water levels associated with both the ocean and the bay. In May 2017, 

southerly winds and rainfall resulted in elevated waters within the Back Bay and North Landing River – one of 

three times the water level has exceeded 2 ft of elevation since the observations started in April 2016. The 

extreme water levels from this event are plotted against predicted daily tidal water levels from the ocean side 

of the barrier island in Figure 2. The Back Bay water level only exceeds the ocean water level during the highest 

peak of the event and during the daily ocean low tides. Otherwise, the ocean exceeds the Back Bay water levels 

at each high tide. As the ocean levels are just predicted tides, they do not represent any additional influence 

from wind and wave effects. 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of predicted water levels (Sandbridge) in the ocean against observed water levels in the Back Bay 
(Beggars Bridge Creek) during Back Bay flood conditions in April/May 2017. Data sources include the U.S. Geological 
Survey and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.  
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An additional comparison was made for the full period of record for the Back Bay water levels (April 2016 to 

August 2018, as shown in Figure 3). In this case, Back Bay water levels were compared to ocean water levels 

recorded at Duck, North Carolina (the closest location).  A review of the data shows that the bay water level is 

higher than the ocean a little more than half the time (about 56 percent of the record). The remainder of the 

time (44 percent of the record) the Atlantic Ocean is higher than the bay. The reader should note that the ocean 

water level exceeds the bay twice daily due to high tides.  

 
Figure 3: Comparison of observed water levels in the Back Bay and Atlantic Ocean from April 2016 to August 2018. Data 
sources include the U.S. Geological Survey and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

 

 Flood elevations associated with storms from the ocean side are much higher than those in the bay. In Figure 

4, water level data from FEMA and the USACE shows for a flood near the 10-year recurrence interval, the 

Atlantic Ocean water levels are about 3 feet higher than the Back Bay elevations. During a 100-year flood event, 

the difference between the Atlantic Ocean and Back Bay elevations is about 2.5 feet.  
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Figure 4: Comparison of water level elevations in Back Bay versus the Atlantic Ocean for various storm event return 
periods. 

 

The above information demonstrates that lowering a section of the dunes would let ocean waters into the Back 

Bay (rather than out) when water elevations are higher in the ocean compared to the bay (during storm surge 

events and around half of the time during normal conditions at high tides). During these times, an inlet that 

conveys ocean water into the bay could lead to more frequent flooding with higher flood waters. 

Furthermore, dunes are coastal features that change throughout time based on wave and wind patterns. 

Maintenance of these dune features to keep them at lower elevations would be costly. Additional 

considerations would extend to water quality and salinity changes. Finally, there would be significant 

permitting requirements that could be potentially restrictive. An initial review of potentially applicable 

regulations are highlighted below. There could be additional requirements identified during a full permitting 

process.   

• Federal Regulations: 

o A large portion of the barrier system is federal land, and a part of the Back Bay National Wildlife 

Refuge (NWR) managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) which maintains a 

Comprehensive Conservation Plan with multiple conservation goals and objectives. Portions of  
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the Back Bay NWR are also included in the National System of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) 

which have specific regulations.  

o The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain regulations does not allow 

dunes to be modified if they are not in floodplains. Specifically, 44 CFR Section 60.3, regulations 

“prohibit man-made alteration of sand dunes and mangrove stands within Zones V1-30, VE, and 

V on the community’s FIRM which would increase potential flood damage”. Majority of the 

dune system along the Sand Bridge/Back Bay barriers are within FEMA Zones VE9-12.  

• State Regulations: 

o The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the Virginia Marine Resources Commission 

(VMRC), the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), and the Local Wetlands 

Boards (LWB) use the Joint Permit Application (JPA) or the Tidewater JPA process for 

projects in tidal waters, tidal wetlands, and coastal primary sand dunes and beaches in Virginia.   

o The USACE , under provisions of the Clean Water Act and the Rivers and Harbors Act, must 

issue a federal permit for impacts to both tidal and non-tidal wetlands and shallow water 

habitat. 

o The Virginia General Assembly passed the Coastal Primary Sand Dune Protection Act (1980) 

to protect natural sand dunes may be applicable, although sections of the Back Bay barrier 

dunes were created using sand fences. It states that “no permanent alteration of or 

construction upon any coastal primary sand dune shall take place which would (i) impair the 

natural functions of the dune, (ii) physically alter the contour of the dune, or (iii) destroy 

vegetation growing thereon unless the wetlands board or the Commission, whichever is 

applicable, determines that there will be no significant adverse ecological impact, or that the 

granting of a permit is clearly necessary and consistent with the public interest, considering all 

material factors” (Title 28.2, Chapter 14 - Coastal Primary Sand Dunes and Beaches, Code of 

Virginia, § 28.2-1408). 

o The VMRC Coastal Primary Sand Dune Barrier Island Policy (4 VAC 20-440-10) regulates 

activities that occur on coastal primary sand dunes or state-owned beaches. These regulations 

state that “no cuts through the dune will be permitted”. 

 

• Local Regulations 

o Virginia Beach’s Wetland Board reviews requests for permits for the use, alteration, or 
development of tidal wetlands, Coastal Primary Sand Dunes, and beaches.  

 

https://marineprotectedareas.noaa.gov/aboutmpas/
https://www.fema.gov/sand-dunes
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/12442
http://www.mrc.virginia.gov/
https://www.deq.virginia.gov/
https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/planning/boards-commissions-committees/Pages/Wetlands-Board.aspx
https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/planning/boards-commissions-committees/Pages/Wetlands-Board.aspx
http://www.nao.usace.army.mil/Missions/Regulatory/JPA.aspx
https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/planning/boards-commissions-committees/Documents/Wetlands/tidewater-jpa.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20160329061311/http:/www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/ww_reg_permit.aspx
http://www.vims.edu/research/departments/physical/programs/ssp/beaches/dunes/coastal_primary_act/index.php
http://www.mrc.virginia.gov/
http://mrc.virginia.gov/regulations/fr440.shtm
https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/planning/boards-commissions-committees/Pages/Wetlands-Board.aspx
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Could a gated waterway or inlet established 

between Back Bay and the Atlantic Ocean alleviate 

flooding in Back Bay during southerly winds? 

A gated waterway or inlet would have the same limitations as 

lowering the dunes because ocean water levels are often higher 

than bay levels. Because of this challenge, a gated waterway or 

inlet structure would not be able to drain enough water out of 

the bay during the short time the bay is higher (during ocean low 

tides) to make a difference in flood elevations.  

Furthermore, there are limited options for where to put a new 

inlet because a lot of the Virginia portion of the barrier system is 

contained within a state park or NWR, and further south into 

North Carolina ownership (Figure 5). Implementing this kind of 

structure would require coordination and permitting with the 

state of North Carolina. Further complicating matters, when 

southerly winds push water northward through the Currituck 

and Albemarle sounds, a gate could potentially increase flood 

elevations on the North Carolina side.  

Other challenges would include cost, technical, and 

environmental feasibility. One example of this is the ocean 

entrance, which would need to be stabilized to prevent it being 

blocked by sediment. Stabilizing these areas would interrupt the 

natural sediment transport processes, and start the erosion of 

neighboring shorelines. Another cost and permitting issue 

would be the need for a surge barrier to reduce peak flood 

elevations during large storm surge events that would bring 

water from the ocean to the bay through the inlet. For example, 

Barnegat Bay in New Jersey is a similar shallow system along the 

Atlantic Ocean. Barnegat Bay Inlet served as a major conduit for 

flood waters to enter Barnegat Bay during Hurricane Sandy (Blumberg et. al 2014). Subsequently, the State of 

New Jersey is investigating installing expensive surge barriers at the inlet to reduce water elevations within the 

bay.  

Figure 5: Barrier system in Virginia Beach and
North Carolina.
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Could flood elevations be reduced by pumping water from Back Bay to the Atlantic 

Ocean?  

Establishing a pump station to remove water from Back Bay and discharge the water to the Atlantic Ocean 

would overcome some of the challenges posed by the questions above. However, the key technical challenge 

would be the large amount of water that would need to be removed to lower flood elevations in the bay. The 

Back Bay has an area of approximately 43 square miles or 1.2 billion square feet.   A 2.5 feet rise in the bay, 

similar to what was observed in early May 2017, results in a very large amount of additional water volume in the 

bay. A back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that even a large pump station, such as the one being 

constructed at the New Orleans 17th Street Canal with a pumping capacity of 12,600 cubic feet per second and a 

cost of over $300 million, would have to operate continuously for about 13 hours to reduce elevations by 0.5 ft.  

This estimate also assumes there is no additional inflow from the Currituck Sound or rainfall during that time 

period. As a result, a pumping solution would potentially be cost prohibitive for the City.   

Could additional aquatic grass reduce flood elevations during southerly winds? 

Increases in sea level are the 

main factor that increase 

flooding for lands next to Back 

Bay and North Landing River. 

Water would still rise in the bay 

with more submerged aquatic 

vegetation (SAV) due to water 

“piling up” (known as wind 

setup) against the western Back 

Bay shoreline. However, it is 

possible that additional friction 

from extensive aquatic 

vegetation could potentially 

slow the movement of water 

and wave action (Figure 6, left 

panel) during the event, and 

when water elevations recede 

after the event.  While denser 

SAV might help, significantly 

repairing the marsh is likely to 

provide greater benefits (Figure 

6, right panel). Figure 7 shows the 

historical marsh extent in 1869 

compared to today’s marsh 

extent, which shows moderate 

Figure 6: Infographic obtained from the North Atlantic Coast Comprehensive Study 
(NACCS) showing the benefits of submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) (left) and wetlands 
(right). 
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losses of marsh along the shoreline and more significant losses within the marsh island systems in the Back Bay. 

Restoration of these riparian and island marsh systems could provide potential flood mitigation benefits, 

especially with its ability to decrease wave energy towards the shore. It is important to note however, that 

recent research has shown this type of nature-based strategy typically works better for smaller, or shorter 

events. If the height of the water moving over the marsh increases during larger wind-driven events in Back 

Bay, and marshes become partially or fully inundated, the benefit of friction from these systems has less of an 

impact (Parquier et. al 2017).  Implementing SAV and marsh restoration in Back Bay would require great input 

and coordination with multiple stakeholders, but could be accomplished as a nature-based strategy as part of 

the CSLRRF.  

 
Figure 7: 1869 U.S. Coast Survey of Back Bay, VA overlaid on 2016  
National Agriculture Imagery Program aerials. 
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Could introducing additional saline waters into Back Bay restore historical productivity of 

aquatic vegetation?   

Several of the scenarios discussed in this document (i.e. dune lowering, gated waterway/inlet along the Back 

Bay barrier island, and saltwater pumping) would result in an influx of saltwater into the Back Bay. Some people 

think that increasing the salinity of Back Bay will bring back the historical abundance and benefits of aquatic 

vegetation (pre-1920s). In the August 1988 issue of the Virginia Wildlife Magazine, Mitchell Norman, then a 

regional supervisor with the Virginia Game and Fish Department, examined the loss of vegetation and salinity 

changes in Back Bay. He aimed to correct the misconception that saltwater re-introduction would restore the 

historical productivity of aquatic vegetation in Back Bay. Norman’s key findings are summarized as follows: 

 In the 1930s, the dunes were constructed and sand fences installed to prevent overwash. Submerged 

aquatic vegetation (SAV) began to decline and people associated this decline with the absence of 

seawater. However, it was not widely known at the time that the vegetation had been on the decline in 

Back Bay throughout the 1920s, even though salinity in the water was fairly high. The decline in 

vegetation primarily resulted from the cloudiness of the water, which had increased tremendously in 

the 1920s from dredging in the Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal, and North Landing River. Marsh 

reclamation projects also stirred up sediment in Back Bay, the North Landing River, and Currituck Sound. 

 Significant changes in SAV were experienced throughout the Mid-Atlantic region in the same time 

period. For example, in the 1930s, a disease is known to have wiped out 90 percent of the habitat for 

species such as Eelgrass. These plants are now known to be most productive in salinities less than 5 

percent, so the historical salinity changes in Back Bay are not likely to have been the primary cause of 

their decline. It is likely that a combination of changes in land use, runoff, dredging, as well as disease 

and other factors drove the decline.  

The City of Virginia Beach attempted on and off saltwater pumping into Back Bay beginning in 1965 until 

the early 1980’s. The City initiated saltwater pumping based on several scientific studies that found 

improvements in water clarity with increased salinity – the principle at action being that negatively-

charged soil particles bind with the cations of saltwater and precipitate out of solution. During this time, 

there were fluctuations in SAV, mostly related to establishment and decline of the non-native Eurasian 

water milfoil plant. However, the 15 years of saltwater pumping in Back Bay did not result in the 

anticipated water quality improvements. This is because of the open and shallow nature of Back Bay – 

even the smallest wind action is enough to churn the water from the surface to the bottom, bringing 

back into suspension any soil particles settled out due to increased salinity or any other reason. 

Furthermore, the saltwater pumping during that time did not restore historical native aquatic vegetation 

species and actually led to declines in some freshwater fish populations that cannot reproduce in higher 

salinities. In summary, introducing salt water into Back Bay would not likely restore the historical  
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productivity of aquatic species dominant prior to the 1920s and might result in loss of the freshwater 

species that are now established.   
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